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In this issue we interview Brian Olson and Randy
Palermo who have a story to tell about how to
tell science stories. They share a method that
they think is very useful. All stories, they write,
can be reduced to the sequential words “and”,
“but” and “therefore”. Moreover, explaining a
field like bio-inspired design should include the
sine qua non, the essential ingredient, of the
discipline, without which nothing makes sense.

Editorial
Finally, we hope you will be as delighted as we
in viewing artist Rafael Araujo’s constructed
drawings of natural objects. He brings an
architect’s discipline to his craft and eschews
any digital aids, preferring instead to make
geometrically complex images with simple
drawing tools. The results possess a distinct
quality.⊗

In our opinion, nothing makes sense in bioinspired design without the idea of “creative
interrelatedness”; that physical phenomena can
be related to new design ideas, that one species
can inform another, that methods applied in
one realm might prove useful in another. Bioinspired design is a method, and a discipline,
but more than anything else it is a branch of
innovation.
Tom McKeag, Norbert Hoeller, and Marjan
Eggermont
Fritjof Capra has been creatively relating ideas
for decades and tells us about his latest book
with Pier Luigi Luisi, A Systems View of Life. It
joins a long list of international best sellers
for Mr. Capra, and we are pleased to have his
summary here.
Relationships are integral to systems and in
our tools and case study sections these come
to the fore in a look at hierarchical structures
and in how to use engineer Curt McNamara’s
System Explorer tool. In her regular column,
Heidi Fischer reveals the hidden world of desert
potholes in which an animal’s relationship with
the season can mean life or death. Heidi has
recently won the Ellen Meloy Desert Writers
Award. Congratulations, Heidi!
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The Systems View and your Bio Toolbox
Enhancing Bio-inspired Design via System
Techniques
Designs, organizations, and biology are all composed of systems. Systems in turn are composed of interacting parts that, together, create
a unique behavior or function.
Systems methodology allows a designer to explore the network, structure, or item of interest,
understand its components and relations, and
comprehend how that system connects to the
world.

ents” (elements used in past work) and limiting
consideration of interactions or context. This is
design for the part, in contrast to design for the
whole. Design for the part can have unintended
consequences if the larger systems are not considered [20, 21].
How can a designer identify and use a systems
view? The first step is awareness of perception,
reflection, and how they relate to systems.

Perception and patterns
The bio-inspired designer has a variety of tools:
Humans perceive their environment by sensa database of biological functions [1]; mapping
ing, identifying, organizing and interpreting
a need to function [3]; design process flows
their sensory data [33]. This process uses a set of
(http://biomimicry.net); the bio-design cube
known configurations or patterns when encoun[20]; an analogy database [11]; and examining
tering a new situation [10]. This allows them to
systems with a structure-behavior-function perconstruct a cohesive and consistent worldview.
spective [15]. This article adds the system explorThe set of configurations or patterns is built up
er, a way to examine interconnections in design
over time as new situations are mapped to preand biology to enhance perception of systems.
vious experience.
Knowledge and awareness of system interWhat is a pattern? There are numerous exconnections allows for optimization of design
amples to consider:
outcomes [32] while considering Earth’s operating systems [3]. A systems view can be used to
• A pattern is a repeating arrangement of matie a design into nature’s cycles [13], and improve
terial, energy, or information [17, 31].
its effectiveness by creating a better fit of a solu• A pattern is a resolution of forces [19, 29, 14].
tion to its environment [16].
• A pattern is a common feature, system beThe alternative to a systems view is reductionhavior, structure, or function [24].
ism: seeing the parts and not the higher-level
systems, designing with “known good compon-
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In other words, a pattern is a regularity that is
visible across multiple contexts. It is the result
of interacting forces or elements in the environment. A pattern can be perceived where systems
(or their components) interact.
A system is a set of interconnected components
that is distinct from the universe [9, 25]. The
interconnection gives rise to one or more behaviors or functions – a system is more than the
sum of its parts [9]. This behavior or function is
visible when the system is placed in the context
of its super-system.

Pinecone
Photo: Geekybiker, 2008 | Flickr cc
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Every system has a boundary or boundaries, and
consists of sub-systems (or modules) that have
relations to one another and are organized as a
structure. These sub-systems or modules have
commonalities across system types and levels
[26]. These aspects of system can be recognized
as patterns.
A given pattern, therefore, might represent an
aspect of a system, a set of components that
make up a system, or the behavior/function of
a system. A system component can be seen as
a pattern, and a pattern as a system compon-

ent. As a result, perceiving a pattern can be used
to gain knowledge of the system in which it is
contained.

formation. This increased knowledge of patterns
and interconnection allows perception of more
solutions, and awareness of how a solution fits
into both smaller and larger systems. IncorporatFor example, a door is a pattern found in building multiple viewpoints or representations will
ings. It resolves the forces between inside and
also increase the number of patterns that can
outside and typically consists of two sub-sysbe perceived [23].
tems - a closure, and a means to control that
closure. The door might be wood and have hinges. Or it might be a curtain and have a catch to
•
hold it aside. Or it might be the extended opening to an igloo.
In all cases the door is composed of sub-systems The images on pages 95-101 illustrate patterns
like those above, and in turn is embedded in in nature, and the higher-level systems in which
higher-level systems (a building and wall). The they are contained. Each is an aspect of a sysdoor is at a pattern level similar to windows or tem that was created and exists in a context of
wires that also bridge the boundary. Perceiving systems, responding to external forces and rethe door can lead to an exploration of the sur- sources. For example, consider how each pattern
rounding systems and system components.
and system is utilizing forces (or flow) in the environment to achieve a function or behavior [30].
A cell membrane protein performs a function anEach entity in the illustration is an element in
alogous to the door. It allows certain molecules
larger systems. For instance, the pinecone is an
or signals in, and passes certain molecules and
element in the larger system of a tree and its
signals out to the external system. The external
reproductive strategy. Each is also composed of
system might be a mass of cells or a fluid (in the
lower level sub-systems. In the case of the fecase of a blood cell). There are structures in the
male pinecone the lower subsystems would incell boundary or cell wall at the same level as the
clude woody bracts and seeds.
protein, and the protein is a sub-system of the
cell wall and of the cell itself.
As illustrated, the patterns we perceive may be
parts of a system, or the system itself. The overSince an individual’s set of patterns is fixed at
all system surrounding the perceived pattern
any instant of time, perception of a design situcan be explored using the following techniques.
ation or system is based on past knowledge of
elements and configurations. As a designer stud• Explore the system that the pattern is conies existing solutions as well as examples from
tained in - look for larger and slower entities
nature and system fundamentals, their set of
[19].
known patterns can increase. A larger set of pat• Identify levels inside the pattern - look for
terns (or “building blocks”) allows a designer to
smaller and faster parts.
perceive more variety, and in turn create more
varied combinations of material, energy, and in-
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• Observe other patterns or system components -look “across” or for patterns at the same
level.
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be made in 3D [24]. The items in the diagram can
be represented by words, graphical elements, or
images.

Creating the diagram incorporates perception,
reflection, and analysis of actual and potential
In other words, we may use these techniques
system connections. The outcome is an increase
to expand our view to see higher-level systems,
in understanding of the overall system and delower-level sub-systems, and systems at the
sign situation [28]. A diagram will enable persame level of scale. Note that we can identify a
ception of more design alternatives, and can
system based on its boundary(ies) and connecillustrate alternate ways that a design can be
tions to universe, by its behavior or function, and
connected to its environment.
by its elements.
The connections in the diagram are at the interfaces or boundaries of the items. A boundThe systems context
ary is the connection point where energy, material, and information can move between the
Since a pattern or system feature is a resolution
items [13]. The connections that define a system
of forces existing at an interconnection of other
boundary and structure are strong links, while
system elements, how can this be represented
the connections between systems are weak links
in a diagram?
[7, 13, 25].
Every system (or pattern) is a set of strong conDesigns and organisms “fit” into their environnections between elements, with weaker conment by taking advantage of the forces and
nections to the environment [7, 25]. This allows
flows of material, information and energy in
us to identify the boundary between system
that environment. These forces and flows are
(and pattern) and both larger and smaller levsensed and utilized at system boundaries.
els of scale.
These boundary connections between systems
The diagram can be a simple representation that
or elements exist:
includes the item we are focusing on (design
situation, system element, or pattern). It should
• Inwards to smaller levels of system (lower
include larger or higher levels, smaller or lower
level sub-systems - below, within, or faster)
levels, and items at the same level of scale.
• Outwards to larger levels of system (highFigure 1 is a first step in representing the known
er-level super-systems - above, outside, or
and potential interconnections and resources. It
slower)
is similar to a systems map [27], however it is
• Across (at the same level of scale)
a more structured approach that examines system levels and adjacencies. A diagram can also
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Super-system
Design or Organism
Subsystems

Farnsworth identifies system coupling in the
areas of intra-system (sub-systems within an
individual entity), between adjacent systems,
across unrelated systems (the elements of which
may be combined), and upwards to whole systems or ecosystems.
Each of these potential interconnections can be
a resource for the designer. A solution might be
created by using resources from higher, adjacent,
or lower level systems [19]. For example, a perceived transportation need could be satisfied by
messaging or sharing resources, instead of moving an organism.
One way to use this diagram is to explore the
area of interest:

Adjacent
System

• Where is the situation located? (i.e., what
are the surrounding systems above, below,
and adjacent).
• What is the goal for design or understanding? Which aspect needs to be better, and
which tends to get worse? (i.e., what is the
contradiction) [19].
• What is available? Resources can be found
in structure, process, or system [3], and these
correspond to matter, energy and information [29].
In addition to evaluating other levels and systems as resources, the diagram can be used to
explore competitors, constraints, or opportunities.
Figure 1: Placing the system in context
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Boundary opportunities
The boundary is the interface between system
levels, and also between the system of interest
and its environment. Many design situations
occur at boundaries. These examples all involve
boundaries:
• Transportation comprises moving a design
element in a fluid (air or water).
• Friction between moving parts results in a
loss of efficiency.

Color by Structure: Red eyed tree frog (Agalychnis callidryas)
Photo: iwishmynamewasmarsha, 2009 | Flickr cc
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• Adhesion (and non-adhesion) between systems, or systems and surfaces.
• Reflection of light can create color by structure.
• Organizational design includes the interface
between people and other entities. The nature of the boundary and the signaling at the
boundary are critical.

Many biomimicry success stories are based on
boundary relations or interfaces:

Example
The leading edge of the bullet train was formed
into a shape that eased transition between

Approach
Consider the design interface to environment at a
variety of operating conditions [6].

diﬀerent regions of air [1].
The shape of the boxfish car is based on the flow
characteristics between the vehicle and its

Look to nature for analogous examples and
metaphors [11].

surroundings [1].
Gecko tape is based on surfaces that bring
molecular forces into play [1].

Investigate the boundary attributes at the smallest
level of scale [30].

REGEN Energy power management systems are
based on horizontal (or adjacent) coupling and

Explore adjacent systems, alternate architectures,
and networks [8].

signaling between controllers (system elements)
[1].
The Eastgate Building in Harare, Zimbabwe, Africa,
used the energy diﬀerential between the ambient

Use higher-level systems as a resource [19].
Investigate both sides of boundary [13].

air and the ground as a resource for cooling the
building air. This required design of a sub-system
with boundaries on each side: one to the earth and
the other to the building HVAC system [1].
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In the above list, the bullet train, boxfish car, and The System Explorer:
Eastgate building all involve aspects of the sys• Highlights the boundaries between the situtem in relation to the larger super-system. They
ation, super-system, adjacent systems, and
are boundary issues going “up a level”. Gecko
sub-systems.
tape is “going down a level” on the diagram to
explore lower level interfaces. The REGEN energy
• Focuses on system structure and intermanagement system is moving across the diaconnections (up, down, and adjacent).
gram to explore combinations of elements at
• Can capture system interconnections, coupthe same level.
ling, and lifecycle graphically. For example,
consider the flow of material and energy
needed to create a product, and the outflows
Systems Explorer
from the process into larger systems.
To summarize:
• Enhances interdisciplinary communication
• Perception begins with recognition of known
and partnerships when used with a team [24].
patterns.
• These patterns are either elements of sysUsing the Explorer:
tems, or a system
• The pattern, system element, or design situ• A diagram can aid exploration of other sysation is placed in the center of the diagram.
tem components, adjacent systems, system
The elements on the left and right represent
boundaries / interactions, and higher level
systems, system elements, or patterns at that
systems
same level of scale [8]. Exploring the adjacent
• Many biomimicry applications occur at the
items can locate other elements in the sysboundary between systems
tem of interest, as well as available resources.
In addition, this level of scale and context will
contain “parallel” systems that have solved
The ideas in Figure 1 were expanded to emphasimilar challenges [8].
size system adjacency and higher-level systems.
• Super-systems are at the top level of the
The form of the new diagram is based on the
diagram, and are shown as physically larger
systems operator tool [19, 29]. This process crethan the system of interest. The diagram can
ated the Systems Explorer tool (see Figure 2). The
be used to explore the biological context by
design situation, pattern, or system element of
considering air, earth, energy and water as
interest is placed in the center of the matrix with
super-systems. For a design or organization,
higher level systems above, lower level systems
super-systems aspects of culture, economy
below, and adjacent systems to the left and the
and context can be considered.
right.
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Super-system B
Super-system

Parallel Sys

Design or
Organism

Parallel Sys

Resource A

Subsystems

Resource B

Comparison of Mercedes-Benz-Bionic (boxfish) Concept
Car body shape to an ideal streamlined half-body
Photo: Ryan Somma, 2013 | Wikimedia Commons
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• The lower level is composed of smaller elements. This sub-system view reminds the
viewer that all systems are composed of
sub-systems, and each level shows emergent
properties that are not apparent in the level
below.
The Systems Explorer can be used to investigate
a situation for connectivity, membership and
resources. As noted previously, a resource at a
higher/larger/slower level of system might solve
the challenge [12] In other cases, sub-system elements can be used to support a new solution or
create a new structure (i.e., animal fur is composed of multiple layers).
Recall that lower level sub-systems are smaller
and generally operate faster, while higher-level
systems are larger and usually operate on slower
time scales [19]. To investigate both higher and
lower level systems, deliberately change scale
in space and time.
Using the Systems Explorer shown above, enter
the design situation or biological phenomena as
the center element. In this first effort, use a simple definition of the situation, pattern or need.
In subsequent steps, change the center element
in one or more ways:

Author:
Curt McNamara

In each pass, examine the connections to lower,
higher, and adjacent system levels.
• Move “up” a level. What systems encompass
the design situation? These systems might be
larger, slower, have a higher-level function, or
include multiple systems like the design problem. What are the boundary issues, challenges, and opportunities?
• Move down a level, and explore the elements (modules or patterns) within the design situation. The elements may be smaller,
faster, or consist of sub-functions or lower
level functions.
• Look at the inside of the boundary (where
lower level systems exist). What forces and
resources are present? How could a new connection allow a different solution?
• Look at the outside of the boundary (where
the system connects to external systems).
What forces and resources are present? How
could a new connection allow a different solution?
• Consider adjacent systems for resources,
connectivity, and insights (where the same
function is performed in different ways).

This process enhances perception of the design
and system environment, along with potential
• use a different focus (level of scale) or per- resources (above and below), and the forces that
spective (point of view)
surround and support the pattern (in design or
biology).
• use a system pattern such as boundary,
modularity, hierarchy, sensing, decision, mo- The super-system and sub-systems of the detion, feedback, and storage [13, 14, 26]
sign contain the forces that created the pattern.
These may not be obvious at first glance, and
may require viewing the situation over time, or
• refine the description
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with a higher-level view. For example, a beach The following examinations are some of the pospattern (boundary) is created based on the inter- sibilities:
acting forces of water, land, and wind.
• Slower and larger systems (wind, air, water,
When we focus on a detail (a structure, behavior
sun, organization, society)
or function) in a design or organism, our percep• Smaller and faster elements (bacteria, root
tions separate this aspect from the systems to
structures, neural processing)
which it is connected. This technique is normal
and natural for a designer or scientist. It allows
• Parallel elements and systems (mesh netus to break a problem into parts (decomposition)
works, tree roots)
and then work on the individual elements or as• New connections between elements to form
pects [18]. It also allows us to create modules,
a structure or network (geodesics)
work breakdown structures and to coordinate
complex projects [2].
• Cycles and feedback to higher level, lower
level, and parallel systems (systems thinking,
However, this focus on a particular pattern
leverage points)
means that the part is separated out from the
larger and smaller systems that it is connected
• Resources from the ecosystem (gradients,
to. This activity is known as reductionism, and
flows, cycles, energy, materials, and structure)
can be countered by explicitly considering how
the perceived pattern or element fits into higher,
lower and adjacent level systems. This process Design and system leverage points
is enabled by the fact that every system is comIn the first stages of a project, a designer maps
posed of sub-systems, and every system is an
the challenge to define the existing relations
element in a larger system [26].
and what is needed. This understanding allows
Both of these processes are very powerful, and the designer to perceive the situation and need
can be described as working both upwards and from both the users’ perspective and the forces
downwards from the building blocks to higher affecting various elements within the system.
and lower level systems, including the environ- The designer and client then create a new set
ment [18].
of relations that can fit into the “ecosystem” of
the design user.
Using the Systems Explorer
The Systems Explorer gives the designer, engineer and biologist a new lens through which
to view both design challenges and organism
functions. Use of this tool allows both to be explored, and allows generation of multiple design
alternatives.

The design solution may:
• add a new component/module or feedback
to the situation [25]
• create a structure that captures, stores, or
transforms material, energy or information
[26]
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• optimize the interface between two systems
via shape or surface to increase efficiency [1]
• optimize the interface between modules or
sub-systems for signaling or protocol [2]

Author:
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process. Design and analysis are incomplete if
they are performed at just one level or perspective.
Using the Systems Explorer in Education

Each of these approaches can be seen as a set of
elements, relations, boundaries and coupling on
the diagram.
Organisms, Functions and Systems
The discussion so far has focused primarily on
the environment of the design, and finding connections between the perceived pattern and
higher and lower levels of system. The same
technique can be used from the biological perspective to enable a deeper understanding of
a function and how it fits into its environment
[34].
Biomimicry, biomimetics and bio-inspired design can be done at the form, process, or systems level [3]. If a match is made between biology and design at the level of form (structure),
it can be a static or fixed pattern (shape or surface), and might not consider the larger context in either biology or design. Finding a match
based on process (behavior over time) or system
(interconnection of components) is more likely
to consider the systems context in both biology
and design [21]. In all cases, it is advantageous
for a designer or scientist to use a tool for exploring downwards, upwards and sideways to
determine system interconnections.
This is the essence of systems work: to perceive
both the whole and the parts of the subject and
the relationships that create the end product or
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The original Systems Operator has been used
for several years in the systems classes at the
Minneapolis College of Art and Design Master in
Sustainable Design program. It has proven to be
the most useful tool for investigating systems
among several used.
Nadine Kummel used the system operator tool
extensively in her work (see Figure 3) and commented:
“When I first got to know the system explorer tool I really liked the visual aspect about it.
The basic tool is really easy to understand and
helps to put things you observe, while thinking about a design problem, in a sensible order
which enables you to work with them. As designers we are not working in a vacuum and a
problem never comes alone. We always have
a status quo, which consists of different elements. Observing and realizing connections
as well as commonalities between these elements and in a second step ordering them into
the categories of systems, super systems and
subsystems helps enormously to understand
the whole picture and to keep every part in
mind, while working on a solution.
In another project, while analyzing common
and sustainable production processes, it became important to have a closer look at the
elements crossing the system boundary. I was
able to extend the tool for this special purpose
very easy and again found it really helpful to

order my creative and some¬times chaotic designers thoughts and to develop unexpected
solutions due to this new perspective.”

Market
(sphere of influence +)
Users (consciousness +)
Super System

Users (prosperity +++)
Supply and Demand
Competitors (number +)
Government
Materials (+++)
Energy (+++)
Water (+++)

Crossing the Boundary

Information (+)
Knowledge (+)
Money
Chemicals (+++)

System

Subsystems

Obsolete Production Process
Workers
Machines
Organization (+)
Buildings

Figure 3: Nadine Kummel System Operator Example
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Stef Koeller comments on the systems approach
and ideas of super and sub-systems in her master’s thesis and Biomimicry Student Design Challenge entry:

Author:
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as well as learning from other humans while
integrating insights from nature’s models, patterns, and sustainability principles.

My design practices are now deeply rooted in
“Prior to learning about systems thinking, I asthe marriage of design thinking, whole-syssumed that a product designer’s role in sustaintems thinking, and biomimicry thinking beability was mostly about increasing efficiency,
cause it’s not about the things we’re designusing earth-friendly materials, and consuming
ing, it’s about creating conditions for whole
less. By engaging in MCAD’s sustainable design
systems to emerge, flourish, and evolve in our
program, I have gained an understanding that
turbulent times.” (35)
designing the object itself is just one of many
dynamic parts of a whole system that will only
be relevant (and successful) if supported by a Summary
well-designed service and organization.
In this article we have outlined how system feaAs practitioners of sustainability-focused de- tures and properties are often perceived as patsign, we seek to ask different questions, tar- terns. This can lead to perceiving a whole withgeted at uncovering systemic needs. Tools such out the parts, or the parts without the larger
as the System’s Explorer make it easier to com- context.
prehend the various, sometimes daunting, dyLooking above, below, and sideways improves
namic parts of the whole system when seeking
the perception of systems and the forces that
to understand a design challenge on different
act upon them and therefore the interconnecscales, with different perspectives, and for attion of a bio-inspired solution to larger systems.
tending to both environmental and social sustainability.
We have covered the following topics in this discussion:
When learning, practicing, and embedding
ways of thinking that align more with Na• Fundamental properties of systems and how
ture, methodologies of Biomimicry and systhey are useful to designers.
tems thinking (such as the System’s Explorer)
• Perception of patterns and their relationship
go hand-in-hand. In breaking down each part
to systems
and attending to the conditions and functions
of that part within the context of the greater
• The Systems Explorer as a tool to place and
system, patterns begin to emerge, and can ininvestigate a design or biological problem in
turn be applied toward more synergistic solua larger context
tions. By shaping my thinking skills in a whole• Use of the Systems Explorer to enlarge the
system context, I found it easier to learn from
space of problem-solving to include potential
the vast world of Nature (biomimicry thinking)
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system interconnections by examining sys- References
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